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ANDAR MOBILE APP
i-Access connects you live to your Andar dashboards and account 
bio tabs through the web browser of your smartphone, tablet or 
laptop. With i-Access, you can work and be productive while build-
ing relationships to strengthen your community and expand your 
campaign? Access your prospect lists, to-do lists, follow-ups, re-
cent accounts and more, through this responsive and easy-to-use 
app. Andar will automatically adapt to the size and orientation of 
your device to ensure optimal usability.

MOBILE DEVICES
Android smartphones and tablets, i-Phones, i- Pads, i-Pad Mini, 
Windows Surface and more.

DASHBOARDS
All personal dashboards may be viewed from your handheld device:

• Campaign Summaries
• Event Registration Data
• Surveys
• Reports

QUICK LINKS
Throughout your dashboards and bio tabs, account names are 
shown as links to open the account profile. You can have multiple 
profiles open at the same time.

REPORT LINKS
With i-Access, you can run and view any Andar reports on your 
mobile device. Furthermore, all account names shown with re-
ports are links which you can tap to immediately access the ac-
count profile bio tab.

MSOUTLOOK LINKS
When i-Access is used with the MSOutlook Connector module, 
you can easily forward e-mails from your smartphone to Andar 
for immediate upload. Andar will respond with an e-mail contain-
ing i-Access links to the related accounts.

SECURITY
i-Access is the secure way to control access to your information. 
Each of your staff or volunteers can be give access to specific 
dashboards, bio tabs as well as groups of accounts.

Login to your i-Access website using your Facebook account or 
“Remember passwords” — still controlled within Andar.

RELATED MODULES
To take full advantage of all of the power of i-Access, the MIG 
module is strongly recommended. Also, with the MSOutlook Con-
nector module, you can easily forward e-mails from your smart-
phone to Andar for immediate upload. Andar will respond with an 
e-mail containing i-Access links to the related accounts.

SEARCH AND ADD ACCOUNTS
Search for accounts in the database and add new Organizational 
and Individual accounts.  As in Andar, potential duplicates will be 
displayed to prevent redundancy.

PROVIDE CUSTOM BIOS WITH EDIT CAPABILITY
Easily update crucial CRM data such as names, addresses, phones 
and any other critical data.  Use available hyperlinks to get maps/
directions, send e-Mail, or even dial a number.

RECORD CRITICAL COMMUNICATIONS AND NOTES
Review previous communications with the summary app prior to 
engaging constituents.  Then record subsequent conversations or 
meetings using voice activation on your mobile device.

DIFFERENT BIOS FOR DIFFERENT DEPARTMENTS
Customize Bios for the Executive Team, Resource Development 
and Finance, all with their own unique views of the data.  Custom-
ize Bios for update capability or display only mode.  Give volun-
teers access to record notes, communications or fill surveys after 
visiting prospects.

UNLIMITED ACCESS TO ENHANCE ENGAGEMENT
Since The i-Access module does not count or ‘record’ additional 
licenses, everyone affiliated with your Organization may engage 
with donors and prospects.  That includes, staff, volunteers, board 
members and other stakeholders and gives your Organization a 
greater reach of impact in the Community.

SIMPLIFY ANDAR/360 
With a common and easy to use web interface — keep Andar/360 
simple and to the point for those who need the information the most.

RELATED MODULES
To take full advantage of all of the power of i-Access, the MIG 
module is strongly recommended. Also, with the MSOutlook Con-
nector module, you can easily forward e-mails
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